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FACULTY SENATE MINUTES 
Thursday, November 3, 2016 – Taylor 306 

 

In attendance: Burnett (Speaker); Accounting: Hayes; Art, Design & Art History: Brooks; Biology: Cocking; Comm. 
Sci. & Disorders: Clinard; Comm. Studies: Whitfield; Computer Information Sys: Atkins; Computer Science: Grove; 
Economics: Grant; Economics: Grant; Educ. Found. & Excep.: Rodriguez; Engineering: Harper; English: Rebhorn; 
Finance & Bus. Law: Parker; Foreign Languages: Lang-Rigal; Grad. Psychology: Cowan; Health Sciences: Peachey; 
History: Van Norman; IDLS: Walker; ISAT: Benton; Justice Studies: Poteyeva; Kinesiology: McKay; Lib & Ed Tech: 
Flota; Management: Stark; Marketing: Larsen; Math & Stats: Garren; Media Arts & Design: Wright; Music: 
Dabback; Philosophy & Religion: Piper; Political Science: Lee; Psychology: Barron; Sociology & Anthropology: 
Newman; Strategic Leadership Studies: Vanhove; Theater & Dance: DeSanctis; Writing Rhetoric & Tech Comm: 
McDonnell; Part-time Faculty Rep: Harlacker, PeeksMease. Guests – Provost: Benson. 

I. Call to Order – 3:30 p.m.  

II. Provost’s Report – Provost Benson first provided a review and clarification regarding the inversion and 

compression fund. Briefly, the idea of setting aside this pot of money came from the Compensation Advisory 

Council (CAC) the year before last, and it was implemented for the first time last year. $300,000 was the amount 

provided; the figure was chosen by looking at what was set aside for in-band adjustments for classified staff, and 

coming up with a proportional figure for the inversion and compression fund. In order to receive an adjustment, 

faculty had to have been at JMU at least 7 years, and be at associate or full professor rank. Comparisons to 

determine where inversion and compression existed were made within rank, within department. Last year, the 

lowest possible increase was $1000, and the maximum was $4000; 522 faculty were eligible, and 86 associate and 

79 full professors received adjustments. It was known that this wouldn’t meet the need, and the process was 

meant to be ongoing.  

The adjustment fund this year is again $300,000. Eligibility for adjustments has been expanded to include 

instructors, lecturers, and assistant professors; however, faculty must still have been employed at JMU for at least 

7 years to be eligible. It was also recommended that the adjustment floor be lowered to $500, and the ceiling be 

raised to $5000. Assuming that the process plays out on time, adjustments will go into effect on Nov. 25 and show 

up in Dec. 16 pay. The amount assigned to be awarded per college was based on the number eligible in each 

college.  

Provost Benson also reported that JMU received a memo from the governor alerting us to prepare for 7.5% budget 

reduction for the next fiscal year (2017-2018). We did have a cut this year - a reversion of $1,500,000, which was 

handled internally and did not impact college budgets. The 7.5% reduction, about $6.2 million, is in addition to the 

removal of the VRS we were supposed to get - another $1.1 million. The amount is contingent on the governor’s 

budget, which we will get after the next revenue projection.  It will probably be early next year before we’ll know 

for sure how much the reversion will be. It was also recommended that JMU not raise tuition more than what had 

been projected in our 6 year plan to make up for the shortfall. We had projected a 6% increase on in-state tuition, 

which would make up $4.4 million. We aren’t sure that’s actually what we’ll do; senior administration will be 

closely examining it. 

In response to a question, Provost Benson said that JMU did not create a rainy day fund in response to the 2008 

economic blowup, because the money wouldn’t have been “ours” but the state’s. He also clarified that if JMU did 

raise tuition beyond the 6% projection, the legislature might step in.  
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III. Speaker’s Report – Speaker Burnett first reminded Senators that this semester’s lunch with President Alger will 

be Monday, Nov. 14, from 12:15-2:00  in the Student Success Center room 2030 . 9 seats are available currently. 

RSVP to Yvonne Miller in the Provost’s office.  

Speaker Burnett then reported on her recent meeting with Steve Landes from the Virginia House of Delegates. The 

meeting came out of Steering Committee efforts to figure out the best way to bring our concerns before 

legislators. Landes does seem to understand the balancing of tasks that faculty must do. But, he shared that many 

legislators don't fully understand what we do, and think our workload is much lower than it is. So, discussion 

focused on identifying effective strategies to dispel this myth. One idea is to start making targeted visits – 

matching interested faculty members with their own representatives. These would be followed up with a one-page 

letter recapping our concerns, and further follow-up could include a white paper that covers not just salaries, but 

also the things that we do that make us shine, like classroom and community engagement. Landes thought that it 

would also be effective to tell legislators our stories, possibly linking them to the local economy. We might 

highlight things like the Vision Mini-Grant projects. Speaker Burnett noted that there will be further meetings with 

Landes and other legislators, the next probably taking place in January.    

IV.  Treasurer’s Report – Treasurer Larsen reminded Senators to bring in their department’s Senate dues. He read 

off the names of departments that have submitted dues, and said that next month, the departments with 

outstanding dues would be named. 

V. Committee Reports –  

A. Faculty Concerns – Nothing to report right now, but the committee is moving forward with a couple of 

initiatives. Senators who have ideas concerning issues related to faculty concerns are encouraged to 

contact the committee. 

 

B. Academic Policies – Didn’t meet this month; meeting next week. They will be addressing the possibility of 

making admissions ACT/SAT optional, an initiative to help us increase diversity from lower SES families. 

Michael Walsh, director of admissions, will be joining next week’s meeting; he sent over a bunch of 

evidence that’s behind this initiative. Please send any concerns you have to Morgan Benton. 

 

C. Student Relations – Met two weeks ago to discuss how to collaborate with Dukes Step Up, and implement 

sexual harassment awareness and prevention. One possibility would be to encourage Cluster 5 instructors 

to include such information in at least one class meeting. Chair Lee will attend the Cluster 5 meeting next 

week to discuss this. The committee has also talked to the SGA regarding implementation of the teaching 

award, and is hoping to get a report from them on this next month or in January. 

 

D. Faculty Appeals – No cases.  

 

E. Budget and Compensation – The committee will be bringing forth a motion concerning compensation. 

  

F. Nominations and Elections –74 Vision Mini-Grant proposals came in by the deadline, exceeding the total 

from last year. The goal is to announce winners by November 30. Thanks for all the proposals! 

 

G. Other Committee Reports – None. 
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VI. Old Business –   

The motion to extend senate term limits that got its first reading at our last meeting was discussed. Val 

Larsen proposed an amendment to strike term limits entirely; after discussion, the Senate voted down the 

amendment. A vote on the motion itself then ensued. In favor – 29; opposed – 4; thus, the motion passed, having 

met the 2/3 requirement to amend the bylaws.  

VII. Open Discussion –   

Sara Brooks (attending the meeting as a proxy for Art) briefly talked about a couple of academic culture programs 

(see handout). First: the Faculty Flashpoint program. If you want a campus-wide discussion on an issue, a 

flashpoint can be put together rather quickly, within 10 days or so. A CFI associate will help get room reservations 

and such. Second: the Here to Help (H2H) program. This is a means for faculty to find out about resources for 

students to get help outside of the classroom, for things like mental health issues. If you want to learn more about 

how you might be able to direct students who come to you in difficulties, this would be an opportunity. Smaller 

meetings with departments on specific student issues are also possible. 

Matt Rebhorn (English) brought up an issue with the provost finalists – CVs are available on the website but little 

else, and it might be useful to have additional information available to review before the candidates’ campus visits. 

Provost Benson replied that cover letters probably could be shared, but not recommendation letters. 

Val Larsen also brought up the issue of past resolutions, and the fact that we’re going to try to take a look at what’s 

happened with past resolutions and maybe try to move forward with resolutions that had languished. He 

encouraged people in their committees to stay involved and working on these resolutions. 

VIII. Adjournment 4:23 p.m. 


